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Unit 5 Skill Focus: Cause and Effect
Unit 5 Theme:

Endangered Species
Text 1
Unit

5

Text 2
The Return of the
Bald Eagle

Why were the animals brought
into the game park?
July 1
Today I arrived in Africa! The national park needs
workers, so I’ve volunteered to spend a month here.
I’m so happy—I’ve always been fascinated by
Africa, especially the animals. Cheetahs are my
favorites. They’re the fastest land animals and
can reach speeds of up to seventy miles an hour!
Unfortunately, because of the loss of their habitat
and illegal poaching, they are an endangered species.

The return of the North American bald eagle from the brink
of extinction is a conservation success story. In 1782, the bald eagle
was chosen as the national symbol of the United States due to its
image of strength and freedom. At that time, there may have been
as many as 75,000 bald eagles in America. However, over the years
the number of bald eagles has sharply decreased.

July 6
There are more animals coming in soon, so today we all helped build new shelters. I’m actually pretty good at building fences because I’ve worked
on a farm before. But I still really want to work with the baby cheetahs.
July 7
Five more cheetahs arrived today. The two adults were injured in traps set
by poachers. The three cubs were orphans.

Despite this act, by the 1960s, the eagle population was on the brink
of extinction. This was a result of habitat loss and the wide use of
pesticides. Pesticides such as DDT were sprayed onto crops to kill
insects. They washed into waterways, contaminating lakes and
streams. The fish in the lakes and streams absorbed these poisons.
The eagles ate the fish and the poisons built up in their bodies.
DDT caused the shells of the eagles’ eggs to be thin and break
before the growing chicks were ready to hatch.

One of the cubs was very weak—he hadn’t eaten for days. Poor little guy!
The staff vet showed me how to take care of him. He needs feeding every two
hours, so I guess I’ll be up and down all night. But I don’t mind because he
really needs some nurturing and attention. The vet said that I could think
of a name for him.

Scaffolding Level:

Because mangrove wetlands are on the edge of the sea, there is a lot of
salt in the water and soil. The high salt levels mean that very few plants
can survive here. Mangrove trees are able to survive because they have
adapted to the salty environment.

Farmers and ranchers shot eagles because they incorrectly believed
the eagles attacked chickens, sheep, and other domestic animals.
However, because eagles eat fish and weak, old, and dead animals,
they actually keep animal populations strong. The destruction of its
habitat—the environment in which an animal lives—caused the eagle
population to decline. Therefore, in 1940, the government passed an
act to protect bald eagles.

Hadiya let us hold some orphaned cheetah cubs at the end of the day.
After that, I knew exactly what I wanted to do!
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Why are mangroves
such an important part
Wetlands are places that are covered
of the ecosystem?
with water some or all of the time. This
water can be fresh water from rivers and
streams, or salty water from the ocean.
Mangroves are unique trees and shrubs that grow in saltwater wetlands.
They are found along the coast in tropical areas.

Why did the bald eagle become
an endangered species?

July 2
Hadiya, the head ranger, told us about the work we’d be doing. She says
we’ll have a variety of responsibilities each week so she can see which jobs
we’re good at. Then we’ll each be given a specific job.
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Text 3

Cause and Effect A cause is why something happens,
and an effect is the result.

Mangrove wetlands are
on the edge of the sea.
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Modeling

Guided

Text 4

Coaching/Independent

Text 5

Text 6
Comprehension Library

Unit 5 Cause and Effect

Name:
What was the result
of introducing deer
into the park?

Unit 5: Cause and Effect

Date:

Read the text and answer the questions below.

The Giant Panda
In 2004, the World Wide Fund for Nature reported that there might be as few as
1,600 giant pandas left in the wild. Experts say that this makes the giant panda one
of the rarest mammals.

Nature show host (speaking quietly): I’m coming to you live from
Fiordland National Park in New Zealand where I’ve just spotted the
endangered takahe bird. These flightless birds are in danger of becoming
extinct, from the time that deer were allowed to roam freely in the park.
In 1982, there were only 118 takahes left.
The clumps of grass on the mountains provided food for the takahe
birds as well as a place to build their nests. The deer ate most of the grass,
which had two effects on the birds. First, their food supply diminished,
and second, the deer’s hooves trampled the nests, crushing the eggs.
The government of New Zealand is determined to save these birds.
To help protect them, the takahe has been classified as an endangered
species. The government has also started breeding the birds on safe
islands, where they are running a captive breeding and rearing program.
Today there are almost two hundred takahes.
I’ve heard that takahes are friendly birds, and one is headed toward
my lunch bag right now! While I protect my sandwich, please stay
tuned for our next segment on endangered animals of Australia
and New Zealand.

Giant pandas are endangered because of the loss of their habitat—the place where
they live and breed. Pandas are found in the wild in only one part of the world—the
mountains and forests of southwestern China. The only food they eat is the bamboo
that grows in these forests. These forests are being cut down for logging. People then
use the land for farming and grazing animals. As a result, pandas have smaller areas
in which to live.
To try to save the giant panda, the Chinese government has passed laws against
killing them. Unfortunately, pandas are still poached, or killed illegally, by hunters
who sell their valuable skins at high prices. The government has also set aside
reserves in three provinces where pandas can live safely.
In 1955, efforts began in China to breed pandas in captivity. The first panda bred in
captivity, named Ming Ming, was born in the Beijing Zoo in 1963. It is hoped that
through habitat protection, preventing poaching, and captive breeding, giant pandas
will survive.

Reading Comprehension Skills
Main Idea
Compare and Contrast
Drawing Conclusions/
Predicting Outcomes
Fact and Opinion
Cause and Effect

by Linda Strachan
illustrated by Debbie Mourtzios

Figurative Language

Fill in the circle next to each correct answer.
1. What is the main cause of giant pandas becoming endangered?

 the government setting aside reserves
 breeding pandas in captivity
 the forests of southwestern China being cleared
 hunters killing pandas for their skins
A takahe bird is about the
size of a large chicken.
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Note: This Sample lesson contains Chapter 1 of the
Comprehension Library reader The Astonishing Book.
The complete text contains 40 pages.

Comprehension Library

The Astonishing Book

Comprehension Library

Reading Comprehension Skills
Main Idea
Compare and Contrast
Drawing Conclusions/
Predicting Outcomes
Fact and Opinion
Cause and Effect

by Linda Strachan
illustrated by Debbie Mourtzios

Figurative Language

Skill Focus—Cause and Effect
How does Trish and Jo’s discovery in the attic
bring their family together?

Graphic Organizer and Questions
1. Why do you think the girls want to surprise
Dad and Jennifer with their find?
2. Fill in the web with the information
gathered by Trish and Jo that leads them to
the conclusion that Jennifer is the creator
of the astonishing book.
Jennifer’s
friend used
to live in the
house.

by Linda Strachan
illustrated by Debbie Mourtzios
Conclusion:
Jennifer is the
creator of the
astonishing book.

3. Try your hand at making your own
illuminated manuscript. Using a sheet of
blank paper, draw a decorative border and
even small illustrations. Use the design
of The Astonishing Book as an example.
Leave space in the middle of the page for
the text—you can include a short story or
poem in this space if you like!

Note: These pages have been modified for ease of viewing and downloading. Actual size of reader: 5 in. x 8.25 in.
www.epsbooks.com/MakingConnections
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CHAPTER ONE

The attic door creaked as Trish pushed
it open. It was dark inside, and she had
forgotten to bring a flashlight. Trish hated
the dark, dust, and smell of attics. She had
only agreed to go up there with her twin
sister, Jo, because there was nothing else
to do—except help their stepmother,
Jennifer, get settled into their new house.
The girls were tired of unpacking. There
were too many heavy boxes of books, most
of them Jennifer’s. Jennifer was an artist who
restored old books. People brought her their
books and paid her to clean them up and
rebind them so they looked like new. Trish
and Jo thought Jennifer’s job was really cool
until they had to lug all the heavy boxes of
books around and help her unpack them.




Note: These pages have been modified for ease of viewing and downloading. Actual size of reader: 5 in. x 8.25 in.
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Earlier in the day, Jennifer had asked if
they could help her around the house. She
was always trying to be their friend.
“Do you want to help me choose a color
to paint the dining room?” Jennifer asked.
“I’m going to pick up the book of colors at
the store later.”

The Astonishing Book

“Yeah, whatever,” Trish sighed.
It wasn’t that Trish didn’t like Jennifer.
She just didn’t know her very well yet. It had
only been Trish, Jo, and Dad for such a long
time. It was kind of weird to have someone
else around. And Jennifer worked from
home, which meant she was around a lot.





The house was really Jennifer’s idea. She
had grown up in this town and remembered
the house from her childhood. A friend of
hers, Maggie Dalton, had lived in the house
with her parents and brothers.
When they were girls, Jennifer and
Maggie spent hours playing together in the
big backyard and under the eves of the attic.
Jennifer had fond memories of the house.
The Daltons had moved away a long time
ago, and other families had moved in and out
over the years. Jennifer always kept her eye
on the house to see when it came up for sale.
This time, she and Dad had decided to buy
it, so here they all were.
Jennifer and Dad were excited about the
new house. However, Trish and Jo were sad
about leaving all their friends and worried
about making new ones. There were a lot of
changes all at once. At least the girls knew
they had each other.





Note: These pages have been modified for ease of viewing and downloading. Actual size of reader: 5 in. x 8.25 in.
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Graphic Organizer and Questions

Comprehension Lib

1. Why do you think the girls want to surprise
Dad and Jennifer with their find?
2. Fill in the web with the information
gathered by Trish and Jo that leads them to
the conclusion that Jennifer is the creator
of the astonishing book.

Reading Comprehension Skills
Jennifer’s
friend used
to live in the
house.

Main Idea
Compare and Contrast
Drawing Conclusions/
Predicting Outcomes
Fact and Opinion
Conclusion:
Jennifer is the
creator of the
astonishing book.

Cause and Effect

by Linda Strachan
illustrated by Debbie Mourtzio

Figurative Language

3. Try your hand at making your own
illuminated manuscript. Using a sheet of
blank paper, draw a decorative border and
even small illustrations. Use the design
of The Astonishing Book as an example.
Leave space in the middle of the page for
the text—you can include a short story or
poem in this space if you like!

Note: These pages have been modified for ease of viewing and downloading. Actual size of reader: 5 in. x 8.25 in.
www.epsbooks.com/MakingConnections



